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Why did your home not sell? Probably because of one or all 
five of these very important and brutally honest reasons:  

1. Your home was not marketed well enough to bring your buyer. 

2. Curb appeal was unappealing to buyers. 

3. Presentation of the inside of home wasn’t attractive enough to get a buyer hooked. 

4. Your home wasn’t competitively priced with today’s market. 

5. Teamwork & communication of your agent. 

If you know in your heart that your home should have sold, I’ve got a PROVEN, very different plan to 

sell your home that is guaranteed to bring you plenty of buyers even in todays down market. 

How To Get More Interested Buyers In A Month  
Than You Had In The Last 6 Months! 

 

Dear Friend and Home Seller,  

Are You Frustrated, Wondering What Went Wrong With Your 
Home Sale and Why Your Home Didn’t Sell? 

Hi, I’m Diane Allan with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage and I specialize in selling single family 
residential homes that other agents couldn’t sell.  I noticed your home was no longer for sale. Are you still 
interested in selling it? If so, you are probably looking for answers, and are frustrated, wondering why it 
didn’t sell. This report will answer those questions. It will also open your eyes to any necessary changes 
you can make to get your home sold quickly for top dollar. Take a few minutes to read this very important 
report. It will change your current selling position.  

“My home is great! I don’t understand why it didn’t sell.” 

You know what? I understand exactly how frustrating it is to feel like this. You have your home on the 
market for a long time. You did everything you knew how. You are constantly cleaning your home to keep it 
in showing condition. However, if attention to detail was all you needed to get your home sold you would 
have sold it a long time ago. 

Secret #1 Having a Nice Clean Home Is Not Good Enough 

 Don’t fall for that same old line “If your home is nice and clean buyers will beat a path to your door”. Yeah, 
right. In today’s incredibly competitive, hectic market, nobody’s beating a path to anybody’s door. And with 
all the homes for sale including yours, some of best homes are NEVER SELLING. And here’s why: 
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Even the Nicest Home in The World Will Struggle To  

Sell Without A Steady Flow of Good, Potential Buyers 

Like it or not, getting a home sold is NOT all about the pretty home and having it show ready. It’s all about 
the agent selling your home. I know it shouldn’t be true BUT it is. You can fight it and never sell OR you 
can CHANGE IT! – And enthusiastically embrace it and get your home sold fast, for lots of money. 

Here’s Why  

 Your home didn’t sell and there may be many reasons why. But is that your fault? NO, because most 
agents don’t educate their customers or are scared they won’t like what they say. Yet if you don’t know 
what you need to change and your agent never tells you, well, then your home may never sell. The 
problem is most agents are excited to get a new listing and will promise you the moon and the stars and 
never follow through. Others will give you an inflated and unrealistic price all the while beating the owner 
over the head to lower their price. This can cause homeowners to lose valuable time and thousands of 
dollars. Then you have the ones who will tell you only what you want to hear just to get a sign in your front 
yard but this still doesn’t account for the biggest mistake of all. 

The Biggest Mistake Most Agents Make 

Most agents don’t market homes properly for them to sell. Rarely do I see agents do anything other than 
put a sign in the front yard then stick the home on the MLS (Multiple Listing Service) waiting for someone 
else to sell it. I know this is blunt, but if you don’t know, will you ever get your home sold?  

With the market being so competitive and hectic you can’t get away with only the standard marketing if you 
ever expect to sell. If I was only doing the standard I’d be out of business. But that’s where most agents are 
and they are willing to tell you whatever you want to hear to get your business.  

When Your Home Doesn’t Sell It Hurts You, Not Your Agent  

WHY? When a home doesn’t sell within a few months buyers may start to think there is something wrong 
with the home, the seller is desperate or not serious about selling. On top of that the market may have 
changed and gone down compared to when you first started selling it, and you may not get the same 
amount of money had it sold sooner.  

Here’s a true example of this situation:   Recently I accepted a new homeowner to market the sale of his 
home. He had an updated appraisal for his home at $475,000. A month later a home just like his sold for 
$417,000 ($56,000 less than his appraised value) this drops the value of my client’s home and now it will 
not appraise for $475,000 until the housing market goes up. In our current housing market the longer it 
takes to sell, the less chance of getting top dollar. 

What Is My Responsibility As Your Agent When I Represent Your Home Sale? 

Because the agent you have representing your home sale has the biggest impact on your property selling 
or not selling, It’s my responsibility to be knowledgeable about the market and provide your home with a 
good marketing plan that gets your home sold. It’s also my responsibility to inform you of a competitive 
price for your home. If need be I will show you the best way to stage your home and how to improve your 
curb appeal to increase the homes salability and value. 

With all of these factors in place I will sell your home fast for top dollar. So don’t hire a standard 
agent who may miss something and cause your home to either not sell or sell for less than it 
should. 
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I don’t know what your last agent missed, so let me tell you about a few things I take 
into consideration before putting a home up for sale. 

1. Price of the home – we don’t want to price it too low and leave money on the table, yet we don’t 
want it too high and miss a serious buyer who won’t even look at it because we are a little more than 
all the others homes like it. 

2. Current market conditions – it’s important to know what homes like yours are selling at, how 
many sold in the last three months, how many are for sale today, and how many are coming on the 
market each month. When pricing your home we need to know where the market is and where it is 
going to determine the best pricing strategy. 

3. Salability of home – with so much competition it’s good to put all the odds in your favor. We can 
increase your homes salability and increase the value by better curb appeal and staging. I’ll show 
you how.  

4. Marketing plan promoting home to buyers – I want every buyer that fits your homes 
criteria to see your home until sold.  I do that by aggressively marketing it to buyers.  I use many 
different strategies most agents haven’t even thought of.  

5. Follow up with potential buyers – it’s important I follow up with every interested buyer on 
your home. If your last agent was too busy to call buyers back you may have missed out on a 
golden opportunity to sell your home. I always promptly follow up with buyers and promote your 
home aggressively to them. I have also invested in a program 
that helps follow up with buyers who are not ready to buy 
today so I can sell them one of my seller’s homes when they 
become ready. 

6. Keeping the homeowner informed – it’s critical for 
you to know what’s going on with buyers and the market. I 
follow up with every buyer who looks at your home. If they 
weren’t interested in your home I find out why. I then relay 
this information to you to make any necessary changes so you truly know what they thought. I also 
keep you updated with the market, if it’s going up or down so you constantly know where your home 
stands. 

Let me go into depth on each topic 
 #1 PRICING YOUR HOME COMPETITIVELY 

How to set your asking price to get top dollar 
When you decide to sell your home, setting your asking price is one of the most important decisions 
you make. Depending on how a buyer finds your home, price is often the first thing he or she sees, 
and many homes are discarded by prospective buyers as not being in the appropriate price range 
before these homes are given a chance to be shown. 
Your asking price is often your homes "first impression", and if you want to realize the most money 
you can from your homes sale, it is imperative that you make a good first impression. 

Because this is not as easy as it sounds, your pricing strategy should not be taken lightly. Pricing too 
high can be as costly to you as pricing too low. Taking a look at what homes in your neighborhood 

"We really needed to sell our 
home.  Another Realtor wasted 6 
months with very few showings 
and NO RESULTS.  Diane marketed 
our home aggressively, kept us 
informed and got our home SOLD.   

E. Simonich  
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I	  was	  most	  impressed	  
with	  Diane’s	  
knowledge	  of	  real	  

estate	  contractual	  
laws	  and	  also	  her	  
ability	  to	  look	  out	  for	  

my	  best	  interests.	  

	  -‐	  W.	  Naylor	  

have sold for is only a small part of the process, and this on its own is not nearly enough to help you 
make the best decision. 

PRICING STRATEGY STARTS WITH GOOD INFORMATION 

Before you can begin to assume what your home is worth, we need to do some research, bearing in 
mind the following: 

Think about how you conducted your house hunting search to find the home 
you are now thinking of selling. You most likely did not confine your search to a 
single neighborhood, but perhaps different neighborhoods or towns in order to 
find a home that best matched your needs and desires. 

The prospective buyers, who will be viewing your home, will conduct their 
searches in a similar manner. That means they will be comparing your home to, 
for example, brand new development homes, century homes, 10-20 year old 
homes, etc. They will also consider locations such as homes in established 
neighborhoods, the middle of town, near town or country properties. Each home 
will have a different look and feel and it’s quite possible that a prospective buyer 
might consider all of these variables in the search for a home. 

You can see that, when you're selling your home, you're not just competing with the home around the 
corner, but also with all homes in other areas which have the same basic characteristics, i.e. Number 
of rooms, overall living space, etc. 

HOW YOUR ASKING PRICE AFFECTS YOUR SELLING PRICE 

There are 4 common strategies that most sellers use to price their homes. It is unwise to assume that 
a higher asking price will net you a higher selling price. In fact, often this equation works in reverse if 
you're not paying attention to what the market is telling you. Bear this research in mind when you set 
your asking price. 

1. Clearly Overpriced. 
Every seller wants to realize the most amount of money they can for their home, and real estate 
agents know this. If more than one agent is competing for your listing, an easy way to win the battle 
is to over inflate the value of your home. This is done far too often, with many homes that are priced 
10-20% over their true market value.  

This is not in your best interest, because in most cases the market won't be fooled. As a result, 
your home could languish on the market for months, leaving you with a 
couple of important drawbacks: 

1) Your home is likely to be labeled as a "troubled" house by other 
agents, leading to a lower than fair market price when an offer is finally 
made. 
 
2) You have been greatly inconvenienced with having to constantly 
have your home in "showing” condition . . . For nothing. These homes 
often expire off the market, forcing you to go through the listing process 
all over again. 
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Diane was instrumental in the sale 

of my home in eleven days.  She was 

extremely attentive in her 

performance and her services were 

greatly appreciated.  I would 

recommend her to anyone! 

 - G. Petersen 

 

2. Somewhat Overpriced. 
About 3/4 of the homes on the market are 5-10% overpriced. These homes will also sit on the market 
longer than you want. There is usually one of two factors at play here: either you believe in your heart 
that your home is really worth this much despite what the market has indicated (after all, there's a lot 
of emotion caught up in this issue), OR you've left some room for negotiating. Either way, this 
strategy will cost you both in terms of time on the market and ultimate price received. 

3. Priced Correctly at Market Value 
Some sellers understand that real estate is part of the capitalistic system of 
supply and demand and will carefully and realistically price their homes based 
on a thorough analysis of other homes on the market. These competitively 
priced homes usually sell within a reasonable time-frame and very close to the 
asking price. 

4.  Priced Below the Fair Market Value 
Some sellers are motivated by a quick sale.  These homes can attract multiple 
offers and sell fast - usually in a few days - at, or above, the asking price.  Be 
cautious that the agent suggesting this method is doing so with your best interest in mind. 

#2 CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS  

See the attached market report “Hot Or Not The Truth About The Housing Market” 

#3 THE SALABILITY OF YOUR HOME 
Presentation and Curb Appeal can increase your homes salability and value 

Your home will sell for thousands more when it appeals to buyers. I see homes with good 
presentation inside and nice curb appeal sell for way more than homes that don’t. A prime example is 
a home I sold a while ago. I re-listed a home that had been on the market for six months with another 
agent unsold. Many agents had previously shown the home yet never had a buyer get interested 
enough to make an offer. After I listed the home I had the owners dress up the curb appeal and stage 
the home to appeal to buyers. After this was done the home sold within three weeks. The agent that 
sold the buyer had shown the home before it was dressed up for a good presentation. She said her 
buyers bought it because it appealed to them. Without a good presentation for buyers this home may 
have never sold. 

Curb Appeal – More than ever before buyers will drive by a home before they call for information. 
If they don’t like the curb appeal from the street they normally don’t want to see the rest of the home. 
They will check it off their list and never even call me about it?  

I recently had some customers drive to see a home I was selling. They had seen the home on one of 
my many websites. They never called me for information until they were in front of the home and liked 
its curb appeal. I sold them the home but had the home not appealed to them when they drove by it, I 
would have never heard from them or sold them the home.  

Here’s how you can increase your curbs appeal to buyers? No longer will you lose a sale if you make 
a few easy changes to your homes curb appeal. 

• Keep thing looking clean and tidy by trimming the bushes, mowing the yard,  and picking up sticks 
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• Trim up any branches that block the view to your home so buyers can see it. I have seen trees 
that have stopped homes from selling because buyers could not see the home and it looked 
overgrown and unappealing. 

• Plant flowers and re-mulch the landscape beds.  

Staging Your Home – when a buyer walks into your home you want them to see themselves 
living in it. You may have a lot of things you like yet may not appeal to buyers. Make it appealing as 
possible for your potential buyer. If they can’t see themselves living in it and it’s too personalized they 
most likely won’t be able to see past that. 

• Remove all clutter from house 

• Make sure the bathrooms are clean and neat 

• Clean or repaint the walls to remove stains or just clean up  

• Clean the floors and remove any stains 

#4 MARKETING PLAN TO PROMOTE THE HOME TO BUYERS  
Marketing is the key to getting many interested buyers and selling at top dollar. 

With so many homes for sale today and the housing market as competitive and hectic as it is you 
could lose thousands of dollars if I did a standard job of marketing your home for potential buyers. 
Why? Because the more buyers you get interested in your home the better chances you have of 
getting top dollar. If nobody knows your home is for sale how will they ever buy it? 

In this part of my report I am going to explain what I do to market homes to potential buyers. I have 
sold homes through every marketing strategy I use. Just remember the more ways you have of 
attracting a buyer the better your chances are of selling for more money. 

 

WHERE DO BUYERS COME FROM? 
• 87% of Buyers use the Internet in their Home Search.  

• Home Buyers use the Internet to search for a home more than any other 
media. 

• Home Buyers say the Most Important Information is Photos and Detailed 
Descriptions. 

• You’re twice as likely to sell your home online as in the Newspaper. 

• Nearly Three Quarters of Buyers viewed the Internet as a Very Useful Tool 
in their Home Search. 

Since 2001 there are twice as many buyers searching for homes online 
rather than in the newspaper, by utilizing online advertising I am twice as likely to sell your home. 
With Online Marketing you benefit from having more information available to buyers. This includes 
information about your home, customized home descriptions, multiple photos, and opportunities for 
the potential buyers to contact us. All of these allow us to present your home in the best possible 
light.  Buyers can request information on your home 24/7 via e-mail or phone. 
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My Online Statistics 

• Over 89,329 Potential Buyers per month on UtahHomes.com 
• 12 million web showings per month on Realtor.com 
• 2 million Potential Buyers last month on Coldwell Banker.com 
Web sites I advertise my listed homes with: 

• Realtor.com -  #1 real estate website used for home searches      

• ColdwellBanker.com  - the largest real estate agency in the 
Nation 

• UtahHomes.com - Number one real estate website used for 
home searches in Utah 

• UtahRealEstate.com  - our local MLS website 

• As many as 400 secondary sites such as Trulia.com, 
FrontDoor.com,  Openhouse.com, Yahoo! Real Estate, 
Googlebase, Circlepix.com, Zillow.com

 

The web is responsible for a large part of my buyer business. The key with web leads is keeping in 
contact with the buyers till they buy a home (more on that later).   
 

• Home Buyer Referrals – I have many past clients who know me as their real estate 
professional and refer their friends and family to me when buying a home. I also do ongoing marketing 
to them with a newsletter and other forms every month. 

 
• Professional Realtor Signs –There are advantages of our Realtor sign with the Coldwell 

Banker brand in your front yard. Because Coldwell Banker is the #1 most recognized brand in the world 
buyers know they are going to be talking to a professional when they call our signs. 

 

• Advantage Of 24/7 Recorded Info Line – this is where I make a custom recording 
highlighting all the strong points of your home.  If buyers call after hours or don’t want to talk with a sale 
person they can call our info line for information then we can call them back later.   Buyers can call 24/7 
information via recording, text message and even get a virtual tour to their cell phone.  This gets around 
33% more calls on than homes without the info line. 

 

• Direct Marketing – When I list and sell a home I send a lot of direct mail to potential buyers. 
This mail includes Just Listed and Just Sold post cards, relocation packages, features sheets to buyers 
meeting your home criteria, home information to VIP Buyers and mailing campaigns.  I customize the 
message to potential buyers and select owners who may want to upgrade their home. When we do get 
a buyer from this source they are usually ready to buy and very interested in the home. 
 

• Targeted marketing ~ All this marketing is great, yet if it does not go to people looking for a home 
it is useless. I select the marketing that goes to the buyers ready and able to buy. 

• Multiple types of marketing ~ Putting all your eggs in one basket works some of the time yet 
spreading them out works all the time. That’s why I use many different types of marketing.  
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• More marketing than standard agents ~ because I leverage the resources of other agents I 
work with I sell more and am able to spend more $$$ when marketing your home.  

#5 FOLLOW UP WITH POTENTIAL BUYERS. 

The agent that stays in contact with a buyer has the best chances of 
selling them a home 

Many agents are competing for the same buyers. There are many homes to sell and few buyers for them. 
The market is very competitive and buyers have many options. I sell a lot of homes to buyers who have 
worked with multiple agents prior to me. What is the compelling reason for them to use me? I follow up and 
stay in contact till they buy. This is the difference between me and the standard agent? 

Most agents only follow up with now business. Meaning if the buyer isn’t buying within a few months they 
lose track of them and never sell them a home.  

I am very aggressive with following up and keeping in touch with buyers until they buy. I have invested in a 
great follow up program that keeps track of these buyers even if they’re buying in a few years. With this 
program in place I am able to easily send direct mail, emails, and call them on a regular basis providing 
them with information till they buy.  

This is a benefit to you because I have a pipeline of buyers buying homes. Let me give you an example. I 
listed a home that was older and in rough condition.  It had a fairly large lot and next to the house a huge 
metal garage.  When I listed the home I looked through my database for potential buyers. I had stored a 
guy I had spoken with about a year earlier who was looking for a home with a garage large enough to run 
his business and store large equipment who had been on hold 
for a while. The home met his criteria and was in his price 
range. I contacted him sent the information on the home out 
and sold the home to him within two months of listing it. This 
was a win situation for the buyer, seller, and me.  

Here are a few things my automated buyer 
system does for me to produce buyers. 
 Software keeps track of & in touch with every buyer 

regardless of how far away they are from buying (now to 
forever). 

 Web base lead capture systems 
 

 

#6 FOLLOW UP WITH THE HOMEOWNER SELLING THE HOME 

Home Feedback is one of the most imortant jobs your agent provides 
If you never know what buyers honest opinion is there’s no way you could make changes that may be 
stopping your home from selling.  I provide you with feedback which will provide you insight and allow you 
to sell quickly and sell your home for more money.

 

“There were many challenges with the sale of 
our home.  We had to work out issues with 
the Appraisal, Buyer’s, and the lender to 
finalize the sale.  

It required a lot of patience and determination 
to get the home under contract and Sold. 

Diane worked diligently to make sure all the 
details were done properly and on time.  We 
got the home Sold and I really appreciate all 
the extra effort.” 

 - R Gruendell 
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Is It Really True? 

Sometimes I get calls from Sellers just like you asking me if it’s really true – do sellers really sell their 
homes in record time because they get feedback from the showing agents?  The answer is actually YES!  

The results will speak for themselves - - the key to selling your home is feedback. 

• I will notify you of all feedback I get from your homes showings. 
• I will compile feedback for you. 
• I will stay in touch with you on a regular basis. 
• I will notify you when agents don’t respond to my multiple requests for feedback. 
• I will do everything in my power to ensure your property sells for top dollar - - and fast! 

When selling your home it is important to know what your agent is doing.  With my VIP Seller System you 
won’t have to think twice about how hard I’m working; you will know you’re getting your money’s worth and 
working with someone you can trust.  Don’t pass this opportunity up -  be an informed seller! 

That’s Only a Small Sample of My Marketing Strategies And Selling 
Systems I Use! Any One Of These Could Bring Multiple Buyers For Your 

Home.   All Of Them Can Blow The Lid Right Of. 

If I could get one or two of these to work for you, you’d have a buyer in no time. All of these work like 
gangbusters and when we get them working together as a system they are unbelievably powerful – 
producing 30%, 50%, 100% and more results than the standard agent!  As my represented seller you’ll get 
the benefit of all the techniques I use to market and sell homes fast for top dollar. 

How You Can Become One of My Represented Sellers 
 

First of all, at this point, all you need to decide now is: MAYBE – until you have the 
opportunity to see a full show and tell of everything, what I offer, how I market your home, how I 
aggressively find a buyer, how I follow up with them, how I provide you feedback and update you on the 
market, the works. 
 

There Is NO Fee For My Initial Presentation Where I’ll Show You How I Can 
Sell Your Home And See If We Feel Comfortable Working Together. 

 
To get started give me a call at 801-390-0970 and we’ll arrange for a meeting. At our meeting we’ll go 
over: 
 

1. Why your home didn’t sell and how we can change that. 
2. What’s going on in today’s housing market. 
3. I will do a new CMA (Comparative Market Analysis) and bring you update on what buyers are 

paying for a home like yours. 
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4. How you can improve your homes curb appeal and presentation to increase its value and salability. 
5. How I will market your home to buyers. 
6. How I will provide you with showing feedback. 
7. The advantage of using me with the Coldwell Banker brand and how it benefits you. 

 
If we decide to go forward with each other after our meeting, we will fill out a listing agreement. Then I will 
gather all the information I need, take pictures of your home, put up a sign and install the lockbox. From 
there I will launch its marketing plan and start aggressively finding buyers. 
NOTE: If you decide I’m not for you, then I wish you success, and you will have no further obligation of any 
kind. 

When I Represent Your Home Sale, I Perform According To a Strict Plan 

Most agents are scared to tell you what they will do to sell your home. What they say when you list with 
them sounds good but when it comes down to it they don’t do any work. When you hire me I put in writing 
exactly what I plan on doing. My goal is for you to have a good clear understanding of everything I do so 
you are always kept in the loop. 

Here are a few of the exciting Marketing Tools and Selling 
Techniques I will use to sell your home.

My Objectives Are the Following:  

1. To assist in getting as many qualified buyers as possible into your home until it is sold. 

2. To communicate to you as much as needed with the results of our activities. 

3. To assist you in negotiating the highest dollar value and best terms… between you and the buyer. 

The following are the steps I take to get a home SOLD … the Pro-Active Approach: 

Preparing your home for sale 

1. Take Top Quality Pictures of the Home and enhance digitally if necessary.  

2. Submit the Photos and input the Listing Info to our websites and the Multiple Listing Service.   

3. Email or Mail you the printout and the links to your home on our websites and the Multiple Listing 

Service for you to critique. 

4. Provide you a copy of our listing agreement and paperwork. 

5. Inspect property for repairs and cosmetic changes that are necessary to make the home more saleable.  

6. Make recommendations based on our findings so any repairs can be done. 

7. Install Yard Sign with 24 Hour Toll Free Info Hotline for recorded, text message or virtual tour info. 

8. Install lock box for home showings. 
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Marketing your home to buyers 

1.  Email local agents the information on your home with pictures highlighting its strong points. 

2.  Advertise Property on these web sites and many more:  

 

   

 

3. Send out direct mail pieces of your home to the targeted buyers.  

4. Activate a phone message for your home on our 24 hour info source – Coldwell Banker Connect. 

5. Discuss Your Home with agents I work with to promote your property.  

6. Email info on your home to all my current buyers and all new buyers that meet your homes criteria. 

7. Whenever possible pre-qualify the prospective buyers. 

Keep you informed of our progress and the market at all times 

1. I will provide you with feedback on the buyers and agents that looked at your home.   This will help us 

to handle any potential problems. 

2. Update you on any changes in the market. 

3. Contact you on a regular basis to keep you informed of our progress.           

Negotiating on your behalf & Closing 

1. Review financing from buyer. 

2. Handle all the follow-up upon contract acceptance… follow up on all mortgage, title, and other closing 

procedures.  

3. Represent you with all offer presentations… to assure you get the best possible price and terms.

Professional Service Guarantee 

1. I request feedback from agents as soon as the showing is complete.  

ColdwellBanker.com Utahhomes.com Realtor.com 

Google.com Yahoo Real Estate Zillow.com 

Trulia.com Openhouse.com FrontDoor.com 

HomeFinder.com WSJ.com Circlepix.com 
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2. I will email or mail you a copy of your home and our pictures on the Multiple Listing Service and our 

websites within 3 days of listing it. This way you can critique your listing and inform us of any 

necessary changes. 

3. I will update you on a regular basis about the market conditions and progress with your home. At 

that time we will let you know of any necessary price adjustments for your home. 

4. Your Property will be placed on the Multiple Listing Service within 24 Hours unless your home is 

listed over the weekend, in which case it will be the following Monday. 

5. I will be ready to work with buyers when they are interested in your home.  

6. I work together with you to be as efficient as possible finding your buyer.  

7. I will guard your best interest at all times.     

Skeptical? I guess I can’t blame you. 

Read what some of my past customers say, printed throughout this report. 

 “Diane, this all sounds great, how do I know it works?” 

First off, it will work. I have proven it many times over and have the satisfied customers to prove it. Yet, I 
know that’s not what you are looking for as far as an answer. Yet, when I get all the things listed above 
working together, such as, attractive curb appeal, home presentation appealing to buyers, marketing the 
home, getting feedback from potential buyers, being competitively priced to the market and working 
together toward a sale, there is no way I won’t sell the home. If all these aren’t working together it wouldn’t 
sell. Yet, just to make sure you feel at ease, I will guarantee in writing, if you feel I’m not doing my job and 
can’t sell your home I withdraw the listing with no cancellation fee to you.  

“How much will these Strategies Cost to Get Started?” 

That’s a fair question? If I choose to represent your sale I will pay for all of the marketing and implement all 
the work up front. You will pay me a percentage of the total sale price when I sell your home. How much 
will that cost?  My fee is 6% to 8% depending on the home we are selling, what the circumstances are and 
the selling price of the home. I will go over this after I see the home and we evaluate it together.  

“I may wait for the market to come back up to sell?” 

That may or may not be a good idea. If your goal is to sell your home and move on then you are better off 
selling now and being done with it. If your goal is to sell your home for more money than the current market 
will support and you don’t have to sell then now may not be the right time. If you plan on waiting realize it 
may be a few years before we have a standard increase in value for our area. At this time we have had 
about a 10% decrease in price for 2008 and it may be a while before we see the market return to normal. A 
normal market for our area is 2% to 5% increase in value per year. What happened from 2005 through 
2007 with a standard increase of 17% to 40% each year is unusual and may not happen again, for some 
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time. If you wait plan on staying in your home for a few more years before you sell. If you cannot wait for 
long you are better off selling sooner rather than later. (Reference Exhibit #4) 

 

 “My Last Agent Did A Great Job But Couldn’t Sell The Home Because Of The Market.  

I agree. Your last agent probably did do a great job with your home. And the market is not at its best. Yet 
every home will sell if marketed properly by its agent, has good presentation for potential buyers, is 
competitively priced to the market and the agent and homeowner are working together toward the sale. 
Regardless of what’s going on in the market homes are selling every day. Some sell better and faster than 
others yet every category of homes is selling. 

I feel I can sell your home because I have proven strategies that have worked time and time again. One of 
the biggest differences is the marketing and follow up I have in place. By improving them constantly and 
tracking them for the best results I have increased my buyer traffic many times over. The other advantage I 
have over most agents is I work as a team leveraging the resources of other specialized agents I work with 
verses where they work as a single agent. That advantage alone is priceless because I can expand the 
reach of the marketing I do for your home to take advantage of buyers other agents may have in their 
pipeline.    

I may drop my price and sell By Owner 

I have seen many homeowners get frustrated because they never had enough traffic to sell their home. 
The main reason they had no traffic was because it was overpriced. Once the listing expires some sell By 
Owner and drop the price way below were everyone else is for a quick sale. This is definitely not the best 
solution. Sure the agent may have told them some crazy price. Yet it may have been more realistic when 
they listed the home than today because of the decrease with the market. Here’s why this is not a good 
idea and what should be done instead.  

The problem with going by owner after being listed overpriced is there may be many buyers looking with 
agents for a home like yours just not at the high price. The best action to take is lower the price and get a 
new agent like me to stir up interest with potential buyers. I can do this by aggressively marketing the home 
to buyers and contacting other agents who may have buyers for your home. When the By Owner approach 
is taken you will have a lot less avenues to get the word out. 

Do You Guarantee Your Work?  

Absolutely. I guarantee my strategies in 3 ways: 

Guarantee #1: 100%, No Risk, No Hassle Guarantee. If at any time you aren’t completely thrilled with my 
service, head over heels, happy with my marketing & systems, you can take the home off the market with 
no further obligation to you. This guarantee is straight forward. There isn’t any teeny, tiny fine print. If you 
aren’t happy and you don’t feel I can sell your home, I will withdrawal your home from the market. Period. 
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Guarantee #2: I will implement my marketing techniques and selling strategies immediately. When you list 
your home with me I won’t doddle.  I will quickly put up the signs, activate the info line, notify all other 
agents about it and much more.  I will start hunting for your buyer immediately and not stop till we have 
found one.  

Guarantee #3: I also guarantee follow up and feedback. I will provide showing feedback and update you 
on the market so you will always know where your home stands.  

With me you won’t ever be alone. No wondering what’s going on. No wasting time. No keeping your home 
in showing condition for nothing. No wondering what to do. I’ll be here to help guide your home right into a 
sale. I will work hard until it’s a closed deal and you have your money in hand. 

If you have any questions about my marketing and selling strategies you can call me and get answers. My 
number is 801-390-0970.  You can also reach me 24 Hours a day by e-mail. The email address is 
diane.allan@utahhomes.com.  You can send in your questions, concerns and ideas 24 hours a day. 

Why do you feel you can do any better than my last agent? 

I know I can sell your home because I have a proven system that has worked over and over. Just take a 
look at what my happy customers have said. 

I specialize in selling homes that other agents can’t sell. I have learned the tricks of taking homes from no 
sale to maximizing its potential. If you take my offer I’ll work like a gangbusters to get it sold.  Yet, for you to 
feel at ease I’ll withdraw your listing if you take my offer then don’t like what you see. 

Abbreviated List of What’s Included When I Sell Your Home 
 

Support and Service 
 

Feedback from every showing – I contact all agents for feedback by email and phone after showings to 
get in depth details about how your home is positioned in the market place. 
Updates on the housing market – it’s imperative for you to always understand were your home stands in 
the current market. I will update you when activity happens with the market affecting it by going up or down 
 

Marketing Your Home To Buyers  
 

Professional Realtor Signs – with the Coldwell Banker brand 
and a Coldwell Banker Connect info line rider sign for your home 
for buyers to call for information & photos 24/7. 
 
Your Home Will Be Marketed on Hundreds of  Websites 
including: Realtor.com, ColdwellBanker.com, UtahHomes.com, UtahRealEstate.com, CirclePix.com and 
more. 
 
 

Leaders in Technology – Through careful investment and powerful 
alliances, Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage has claimed virtual 
ownership over the Internet's most exclusive real estate.  Using the latest 
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We both have family 
members who are Real 
Estate Agents, yet we 
decided that Diane would be 
the best person to represent 
us.  Her professionalism, 
honesty, & knowledge of 
her craft and dedication to 
service made it evident to us 
that we had made the right 
choice.  If we had to do it 
over again you can be sure 
that we would not do it 
without Diane!   

 - J & J Wunderlich 

technology we respond immediately to requests and inquiries of interested buyers. It pays to list your home 
with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage— we have the resources and tech savvy that make a real 
difference 
 
Advantage Of The Coldwell Banker BRAND –  
 

• Coldwell Banker is the #1 most recognized brand in the world.  
• It’s known for having the best agents in the business today.  
• It also does more marketing and advertising than all other agencies combined. 
• It has great websites (UtahHomes.com & ColdwellBanker.com) that provide a ton of buyers leads to 

its agents and is used by a large percentage of buyers looking for homes today. 
• It has more agents than any other agency which results in great inside buyer referrals  
• It also provides its agents with state of the art training making sure it withholds its stellar reputation 

 
Direct Marketing – I send a lot of direct mail to potential buyers. This mail 
includes Just Listed and Just Sold post cards, relocation packages, features 
sheets to buyers meting your home criteria, home information to VIP Buyers 
and mailing campaigns. 
 

Referral Advantage – I get a lot of referrals from past clients, family and 
friends. They provide me with a lot of buyers for our represented seller’s homes.  
 

Follow Up With Buyers– I aggressively promote your home to every 
interested buyer who calls about it. If the buyer is not ready to buy till a year or 
two we put them on a campaign and into database that will keep in contact with 
them till they do. I call this my pipeline because I have hundreds of buyers who 
are interested in our area just not ready to buy today. My follow up campaigns 
for buyers is aggressive keeping them interested in using me till there ready. 
This source alone provides me with many buyers that I wouldn’t have had otherwise. 
 
Negotiating In Your Best Interest – when I get an offer from a buyer on your home I protect your 
best interest. I will explain every point making sure you have a good understanding before you sign. I will 
advise you on how it is set up and advise you with a counter offer if you desire. 
 
Full Assistance With Your Closing – after I have an accepted contract for your home I will start the 
closing process. Working with the sales agent I will handle all the inspections to surveys making sure 
everything goes smoothly and is done in time for closing. I make sure nothing gets dropped through the 
cracks and will notify you if anything needs your attention.  

 What Do You Have To Lose?  

Seriously, what do you have to lose?  Nothing, I will be taking all risk. I pay for all the marketing and do all 
the work up front. On top of that if you’re not happy with the service I provide and you no longer want me to 
represent your sale, I will happily withdrawal. And you are the sole judge and jury. 
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What Do You Have To Gain? 

On the other hand, you have tons to gain. I will do all the work. Gee, I’m even going to pay for all the 
marketing up front and do all the work before you pay me one dollar. That right, that should show you I 
mean business. Why would I go through all the trouble if I didn’t feel I could sell your home?  

 

You literally have everything to gain and nothing to lose. 

This is a great opportunity to put a great agent to work for you and you will be very, very glad you 
did – I guarantee it. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Diane Allan 
Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage  
diane.allan.ut@gmail.com 
801-390-0970 

 

P.S. THINK!!! – I only need one buyer to get your home sold. Every one of my marketing 
strategies brings in buyers. When I use them all together they work like gangbusters and are 
bound to get you a buyer.  

 

 

 

I’VE INCLUDED A REPORT WITH AN UPDATE ABOUT WHAT’S HAPPENING IN OUR LOCAL 
HOUSING MARKET PLEASE READ IT NOW!!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If your property is listed with a real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy to work with them 
and cooperate fully. © 2007 Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Coldwell Banker is a registered trademark licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.   An Equal Opportunity  
Company. Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned And Operated By NRT LLC. 


